
Reference Manual Supplement - 

New Mounting, Slow Speed & InfoKey™ 

Controller Settings
The software in this Segway® PT includes changes from previous models regarding 
the way that the Segway PT operates at slow speeds and during rider mounting 
and dismounting. The following instructions describe these changes, please read 
them carefully.  

Slow Speed Roll Compensation
During operation, the Segway PT utilizes a feature called Roll Compensation that 
separates the steering input from the rider (tilting the LeanSteer™ Frame) from 
changes in the riding terrain. This allows the rider to ride in a straight line over 
uneven terrain by keeping the LeanSteer Frame perpendicular to the ground.
When riding at low speeds and on slopes, Roll Compensation is reduced. This 
allows for more precise control at slow speeds as well as reducing steering drift 
during power-on. As the rider’s speed increases, the amount of Roll Compensation 
increases as well.            

Beginner Setting Mount/Dismount Feature
The Segway PT LeanSteer technology was designed to provide responsive 
steering.  The software includes a feature to help new riders easily learn how to 
mount and dismount the Segway PT.

When the Segway PT is in Beginner Setting and the rider has less than two of the 
four Rider Detect sensors engaged, and the Segway PT is moving neither forward 
nor backward, the sensitivity of the LeanSteer frame is 15% of normal operation. 
If the rider has two feet on the Segway PT, and the Segway PT is moving neither 
forward nor backward, the sensitivity of the LeanSteer frame is 55% of normal 
operation.  For more information regarding Rider Detect sensors, please consult 
the Reference Manual. 

As the Segway PT’s speed increases, the sensitivity of the LeanSteer frame is 
gradually increased.  The purpose of this feature is to allow beginning riders to 
mount the Segway PT without unintentionally initiating a turn. 

Note: The Beginner Setting Mount/Dismount Feature is only activated when 
the Segway PT is in Beginner Setting (           icon is displayed on the InfoKey 
controller). For more information regarding switching between Beginner Setting 
and Standard Setting, please consult the Reference Manual.



Rider Customization Settings

The wireless InfoKey controller software included with your Segway PT allows 
the rider to set his/her speed limit and Shutdown/Timeout settings. The follow-
ing instructions describe how to access these new features using your InfoKey 
controller. Please make sure your Segway PT is powered-off when adjusting these 
settings.

Setting Speed Limits

For information about the Speed Limiter, please consult your Reference Manual.

To modify the Speed Limits and Shutdown Timeout, the 
rider must fi rst (while the Segway PT is not powered on) 
press the Information Display button (       ) until the
 odometer is displayed. Then, hold the Information 
Display button for about two seconds, until
the display message at right is shown.

The display will alternate between the current 
speed setting (Beginner Setting speed limit), 
and the display at right.

If the Segway PT pushes the Handlebar back, stop leaning 
forward and slow down. Always leave a gap between yourself and 
the Handlebar. Failure to slow down in response to the Speed 
Limiter could result in risk of death or serious injuries from falls.

For your fi rst ride, the Segway PT is set to operate exclusively with 
the Beginner Setting enabled. If the Turtle icon does not display, 
do NOT ride the Segway PT until you enable the Beginner Setting. 
Use the Beginner Setting and ride in areas free of obstacles 
and distractions until you are comfortable on your Segway PT. 
All new riders should use the Beginner Setting. Do NOT let new 
riders operate the Segway PT outside of your direct supervision 
unless they have read the Getting Started Manual and watched 
the Safety Video and have a spotter to hold the Handlebar in 
accordance with the instructions in the Getting Started Manual. 

WARNING!

Pressing the Security button (      ) will display the next available speed. The 
Beginner Setting speed limit options range from 4.0 mph to 8.0 mph in 
increments of 0.5 mph.

Once your preferred speed is displayed, press 
the Information Display button (       ) again to save 
the Beginner Setting speed. The InfoKey 
controller should display the information
shown at right.

The display will alternate between the current speed 
setting (Standard Setting speed limit) and the above display.

Pressing the Security button (      ) will display the next speed you may choose. The 
Standard Setting speeds range from 4.0 mph to 12.5 mph in increments of 0.5 
mph.

Once your preferred speed is displayed, press the 
Information Display button (       ) again to save the 
Standard Setting speed. The InfoKey controller 
should now show the display at right.

The display will alternate between the current 
shutdown-timeout setting, and this display.

Setting Shutdown Timeout

Shutdown Timeout is the period of time the Segway PT will remain powered-on 
in stand-by mode. For more information on stand-by mode please consult your 
Reference Manual. Pressing the Security button  (      ) will cycle through the 
available shutdown timeouts:

4 Seconds
30 Seconds
1 Minute
5 Minutes
15 Minutes

Pressing the Information Display button (       ) will save your timeout interval 
setting and return the InfoKey controller to normal operation. All of your selections 
will be available for the Segway PT the next time you power-on.




